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Inside Story: Healthcare Radio Ads Have Robust 2015 Pulse. Healthcare advertising, radio’s No. 3 category for the first 
half of 2015, is providing mighty muscle to the industry’s bottom line, according to the Radio Advertising Bureau. Tucked 
in right behind Automotive and Professional Services, healthcare spot radio spending was up 
4% in FH 2015 over the same period in 2014. Even better, the sector offers opportunities for 
stations on both the national and local spending fronts. The healthcare category houses a wide 
swath of advertisers, featuring the likes of health insurance providers, Medicare and Medicaid 
services, medical facilities and hospitals, Lasik surgery providers, cancer treatment centers, 
plastic surgeons and those ubiquitous clinics providing assistance for men with Low-T. But in 
the RAB’s 2014 Finding Consumer Trends report, the largest slice of radio healthcare spending 
came from hospitals and clinics, accounting for 18% of the category. And well demonstrating healthcare’s growth, national 
optic treatment center LasikPlus, for example, increased its radio activity 65% in FH 2015, vs. 2014, while NuMale Medical 
Center provided radio with a 185% boost over the same six months in 2014. “If you have the right campaign and the 
right buy, radio can be particularly productive for healthcare businesses to break through the clutter,” says Lonnie Hirsch, 
founder & CEO of Hirsch Healthcare Consulting, which assists providers with media ad buyers. “Radio is generally more 
affordable than television, offering more repetition and more bang for the buck.” By the Numbers—A clear picture of the 
top healthcare national and local advertisers, at InsideRadio.com.

Healthcare Ads Are a Boon for Local. Stations are likely to air ads for the major healthcare advertisers such as Pfizer, 
UnitedHealthcare and Bayer. But the backbone of the sector also includes the likes of Smith Vein Center, Jones Lasik Care 
or Brown Weight Loss Clinic. “Healthcare has been part of our advertising DNA for a good long time, with a preponderance 
of local,” says Drew Horowitz, president & chief operating officer of Hubbard Radio, who oversees the group’s operations in 
Chicago, Washington, DC, Seattle, Phoenix, Minneapolis-St. Paul, St. Louis and Cincinnati. He sees consistent spot buys 
in those markets from such clients as vein clinics, Lasik centers, plastic surgeons, health clubs and weight loss clinics. 
“Many of the buys come directly from the owners and operators of clinics or facilities who have had enough success to open 
multiple locations within the market,” he tells Inside Radio. Agreed, says Lonnie Hirsch, founder & CEO of Hirsch Healthcare 
Consulting. “Unless you have a huge enterprise all over the country, most healthcare marketing and advertising is going to 
be local—which is an advantage for terrestrial radio and a big targeting opportunity for stations. For the buyers who have 
multiple locations in the same market, radio is their primary means to reach a targeted audience.” Hubbard’s Horowitz notes 
that there is also a seasonal bent to healthcare advertising. “Lasik is pretty much year-round, but in the spring and summer, 
when people are out in shorts and more revealing clothing, there is a definite emphasis from many of these advertisers.” 
Hirsch concurs: “Spring is a pretty good time for a lot of the healthcare businesses, particularly those promoting aesthetics, 
plastic surgery, weight loss and skin treatments.” Target Practices—Which formats work best for which sectors of 
healthcare ads? Find out at InsideRadio.com.

The Value of Using Stories To Sell Health. In the Radio Advertising Bureau’s Finding Consumer Trends report, consumers 
were asked which type of advertising most influenced their healthcare choices. The answer from its 2014 survey: 77% of 
respondents said radio, and some clients are happy to acknowledge how and why they think it works so well. Tried-and-
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true broadcast radio advertiser Sutter Health operates a healthcare network in 100 Northern California municipalities with 
some 50,000 employees. Chief marketing & branding officer Arra Yerganian tells Inside Radio, “I’m a big believer in any 
medium that allows us to tell our story in an unadulterated way, and I believe radio offers that. We have thousands of stories 
to tell every day about people whose lives we change. We’re a mission-based organization, so the opportunity to tell that 
contextually makes us that much more interesting and relevant to the audience we serve.” Sutter utilizes a mix of advertising 
mediums that also now includes digital. “The days of old where it was television, radio, billboards and print are gone,” he 
says. “The opportunity to connect one to one is absolutely apparent, so why shouldn’t we know as much about our patients 
and the people we serve as Amazon does?” But the message still begins with radio. “That’s where we define awareness 
and familiarity, and then follow it up with the big punctuation of digital engagement and the direct response world.” The 
Storytelling Medium—Yerganian talks about how radio works well for them in their car-heavy California base, only 
at InsideRadio.com.

Detroit Lions Switch Stations Amid Accusations of Censorship. The Detroit Lions will end a lengthy partnership with 
CBS Radio’s sports “97.1 The Ticket” WXYT-FM, inking a new five-year flagship deal with Cumulus’ “News Talk 760” WJR-AM 
beginning with the 2016 season. The move comes not without controversy regarding censorship. According to a statement 
from CBS Detroit senior VP and market manager Debbie Kenyon, which was read on-air on CBS 
“News Radio 950” WWJ Friday, it appears CBS and the Lions were at odds over commentary, with 
CBS accusing the team of requesting censorship, said a story in The Detroit News. “CBS Radio has 
been negotiating with the Lions a long time,” Kenyon said. “It is sad to say goodbye, but in the end it 
came down to the integrity of CBS—the refusal to be censored in talking about the team and making 
honest assessments on the air about this team.” Elizabeth Parkinson, Lions senior VP of marketing 
and partnerships, denied the censorship accusations. “It simply isn’t true,” Parkinson told the Detroit Free Press. “This was 
a business decision for the Detroit Lions. We fully understand and respect the separation between editorial and business.” 
However, Mort Meisner, agent for WXYT-FM afternoon drive co-host Mike Valenti, told the Detroit News his client was singled 
out in contract talks between the Lions and the station and that the Lions demanded Valenti be fired as part of any new 
deal between the team and WXYT-FM. On the air Friday, Valenti addressed reports that he was at the center of the dispute 
between the team and the station. “It’s absolutely true, 100%” Valenti said of his agent’s claims. “This was very personal.” More 
Of The Score – End of Lions’ 18-year WXYT run coincides with renewed sports push at WJR, at InsideRadio.com.

Beyond TV, Super Bowl’s Also Radio’s Big Day. “The pricing structure for the Super Bowl is relative to our audience and 
the unique special event nature of the program….[it’s] the biggest event of the year,” says Brandon Berman, Westwood 
One’s senior VP of sports sales & marketing, who confirms that the big game is hardly just a monster TV event. Westwood 
One’s coverage of Super Bowl 50, playing out on Feb. 7, 2016, will be heard on 700+ AM/FM stations, as well as Sirius/XM, 
NFL Game Pass and TuneIn’s NFL Channel. Previous overnight cume estimates put its audio listening at 23 million total 
listeners. On TV, the game airs on CBS, which is close to selling out its allotted advertising slots for as much as $5 million 
for a 30-second ad, according to Ad Age. CBS president & CEO Les Moonves told the publication, “With just a few units left 
to sell, you can imagine what these last few slots will go for.” Likewise, advertising for the spectacle comes at a premium on 
radio, and demand is, as Berman tells Inside Radio, “consistent with prior years and if anything, slightly more in-demand as 
we celebrate the Golden Anniversary.” Top categories include: auto aftermarket, automotive, QSR and IT services. He adds 
that there is also increased interest from non-traditional network audio advertisers who are participating in the third-annual 
Super Bowl Sound Awards, which showcase the best radio commercials within the big game. Westwood One will release its 
full sponsor list the week prior to the Super Bowl, with the launch of its Super Bowl Sound Awards voting site.

Marketers Are Wise To Reach Holiday Shoppers Now. With shoppers planning for purchases—and going out to make 
them—earlier than ever, the onus is squarely on marketers to reach consumers as soon as possible, according to a survey 
by Horizon Media. “Brands and marketers would be wise to get the word out as early as possible on their products in order 
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to fit into the plans shoppers lay out,” Sheri Roder, chief of The WHY Group at Horizon Media, said in the company’s third-
annual Holiday Shopping Pulse report. “There is opportunity to get in at the beginning to change the course of a consumer’s 
purchasing and push their dollars in your direction. There are always going to be ‘last minute Larry’s’—those people who do 
the bulk of their shopping on the 23rd and 24th—but they are more the exception than the rule.” Bringing consumers in early 
is also savvy this year given that, Horizon says, the way consumers shop is shifting, with more shopping online, on mobile 
and through social media. Also, some holiday shoppers are tightening their purse strings this year, with 63% of consumers 
planning to keep spending under $500, according to the report. That figure is up slightly from 2014, when 58% of respondents 
said they’d spend under $500, but it’s a significant increase from 2013, when 40% of shoppers said they would hold spending 
under $500. Station managers keep close watch on holiday shopping trends, as retail is one of radio’s biggest categories and 
typically drives advertising spending in Q4. Broadcasters are hoping for a robust ad market in the fourth quarter and retailers 
play a major role in that equation. Where Shopping Is Going—The report offers a look at what percentages of shoppers 
plan to buy through mobile, online and, interestingly, through social; go to InsideRadio.com.

For Politics and Millennials, Music Is the Message. Political candidates vying for the attention of Millennials must use a 
sound vision to bring the young would-be voters in—meaning, they should be using music to reach them. A new Nielsen 
analysis says that including music in messaging “increases effectiveness across four key metrics—creativity, empathy, 
emotive power and information power.” Millennials spend more money attending live events compared with other age 
groups and are more likely to sample the spectrum, including concerts, festivals, live music sessions at clubs/bars or club 
events with or without a headlining DJ. In addition, Nielsen points to radio as an influential touch point—58% of Democrat 
Millennials, 68% of Republican Millennials and 56% of Independent and unaffiliated Millennials say they discover new music 
via AM/FM or satellite radio. Katy Perry is a key tastemaker, according to Nielsen N-Score data, ranking among the top five 
music personalities with adults age 18-34. “That may explain why Hillary Clinton recently brought her onstage at a rally in 
Iowa,” Nielsen says. For Republicans, Kid Rock may be the most visible, “having appeared on Fox News way back in 2013 
to publically give Ben Carson a shout-out.” The analysis also says that social media plays an important role in live music 
discovery for Millennials; more than half of the group who attend live music events say they use social networks to uncover 
new events.

CBS Radio Continues Guiding Performance Space Train. Grammy-award winners Train will likely sprinkle a few drops 
of Jupiter and salute soul sisters Tuesday when they take the stage for a live concert to christen CBS Radio’s newest 
live entertainment performance space. Located at its broadcast facility in New York’s Hudson Square, the Adorama Live 
Theatre will be used by CBS Radio for more than just music happenings, turning its stage over to newsmakers, athletes 
and other guests that jibe with its diverse format offerings in the nation’s top media market. The 
venue will play host to events from all-newsers WINS (1010) and WCBS (880), sports “The Fan” 
WFAN (660, 101.9), classic hits WCBS-FM (101.1), hot AC “Fresh 102.7” WWFS and CHR “92.3 
Amp Radio” WBMP. CBS has lined up performers ranging from Jersey Shore rocker Southside 
Johnny to dancehall reggae singer Shaggy, along with interviews with Coldplay frontman Chris 
Martin and “CBS Sunday Morning” host Charles Osgood. Of course, the stations will give away 
tickets through on-air and online promotions, some involving Q&As and meet and greets. Perhaps 
most importantly, the space is part of a mushrooming trend of broadcasters staging exclusive owned events to connect with 
listeners, develop fresh revenue opportunities and create original content to feed on-air and digital platforms. The new venue 
“provides our stations a unique destination where we can interact with listeners in an intimate environment at exclusive 
one-of-a-kind events,” said Marc Rayfield, senior VP and market manager. “We are delighted to partner with…Adorama 
whose customer base is the same as ours, New Yorkers.” The facility follows the opening of similar CBS Radio venues in Los 
Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco, Dallas, Houston, Washington, DC and Detroit, among others.

— Get more news, people moves and insider extras @ www.insideradio.com. —
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ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE WITH LIST
SACRAMENTO

Entravision Sacramento is looking for a radio seller 
with an affinity and experience selling the CHR format 
for Hit Music Station Hot 103.5FM. Duties also include 

selling Wolf 101.9FM, and top Spanish language stations 
Jose 104.3FM and Tricolor 99.9FM. Ideal candidate is 

a strongwilled, forceful, and determined sales professional 
who can call on local businesses to sell integrated 

marketing solutions that include radio, digital and event 
marketing. Candidate will manage an existing list as well 
as COLD CALL for new business development. Must have 
strong communication and presentation skills and develop 
customized marketing plans that include research. Must 

be customer focused and able to adapt to different selling 
situations. Periodic client entertainment is required.

 
Guaranteed draw, generous commission and bonus 

structure. Candidate must prospect and develop new 
business. Knowledge of Wide Orbit, Nielsen, Salesforce 

as well as Microsoft Office.

Send resume with cover letter to: 
evcsacjobs@entravision.com

Entravision Communications is an EOE. 
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Entravision 

Communications Corp participates in the EVerify system to verify 
eligibility for all new employees.

Come join the sales team at one of the finest broadcast companies in America!

Salem Media of New York is looking for a Sales Manager for our two local radio stations, AM 970 The 
Answer and AM 570 The Mission. Key to this position is the ability to energetically and creatively lead a 
sales team in local direct spot sales campaigns. This position is ideal for an individual who is experienced 
as a sales manager or an accomplished AE looking to take the next step in his/her career.  Salem offers a 
competitive salary and comprehensive benefits.  Please CLICK HERE to apply. 

Or, Contact: Laura Sheaffer 
Assistant to General Manager, Jerry Crowley

laura@nycradio.com 
Call 212-857-9639 

to schedule an interview. 

Salem Media Group is an equal opportunity employer.

SALES MANAGER — NEW YORK
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

LSM & DSM — HEARST RADIO
BALTIMORE

Hearst is one of the nation’s most 
diversified media, information and 

technology companies and we believe 
in impactful live and local radio. 

Our Baltimore stations are news/
talk powerhouse WBAL-AM and the 
legendary 98 ROCK, and we are the 

flagship for the Baltimore Ravens
 and Navy Football.  

 
We need both a Local Sales Manager 

and Digital Sales Manager who 
share our desire to combine superior 
local content with exceptional sales 
leadership.  Our team is determined 

and energetic, and our work 
environment is respectable with a high 

standard of excellence.  
 

To Apply and Learn more about Hearst 
and these leadership opportunities: 

CLICK HERE
EOE
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